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The Contribution of Jhang in Tradition of Urdu Travelogue
Travelogue is an interesting and attractive genre of literature which

contains illustration and narration of a journey. It traces its pedigree in

centuries old Chinese literature coming down to the period of

Ibn-e-Batota and Marco Polo. Gradually it became a popular genre of

Urdu literature. More the means of communication were developed,

numerous travelogues are available for their readers. Every  travelogue

depicts the style, view point and observation of the individual traveler

and is also influenced by the purpose of journey, like Sir Syed Ahmad

Khan who traveled to England to observe the educational and cultural

aspects of the English society. This research paper traces a brief history

of travelogue in Urdu literature and focuses on the anaylsis of

travelogues produced by the writers belonging to Jhang District who had

a late entry in travelogue writing nevertheless have created valuable

literature in this genre. 
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